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45
percentage of journeys by urban 

residents under 2 miles

30 percentage of all trips between 

1 and 2 miles that are walked

percentage of all trips under 

1 mile that are walked81

3M
daily journeys by 

Londoners by 

motorised modes 

that could be 

walked
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23%

Change in overall trip rate in England over time, compared against

change for all trips and for walk trips under one mile – index: 2006=100 (NTS data)

overwhelmingly 

accounts for 

increase in 

overall trip rate

why?
2018, 19, …?



barriers to walking
• not having enough time

• too much traffic, and traffic 

travelling too fast

• personal security concerns

• having other ways of travelling 

that work better

• streets are not pedestrian 

friendly

• not being fit enough

• road danger concerns

• having a disability
walkability



“landmarks were by far the most 

predominant navigation cue [often referred 

to by name rather than function]”

May et al.(2003). 

Pedestrian navigation 

aids: information 

requirements and design 

implications. Personal and 

Ubiquitous Computing, 7, 

331-338.
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“will inform 

tourists and 

new London 

residents of the 

journeys you 

simply needn’t 

bother swiping 

your Oyster 

card for”



harnessing the power of geography



“the future is 

already here its 

just unevenly 

distributed”
William Gibson 

(science fiction writer)





‘ambient location’
https://videosquare.ceu.edu/en/recordings/details

/209,Google_The_Tyranny_of_Ambient_Location

_-_Ephemeral_Maps

https://videosquare.ceu.edu/en/recordings/details/209,Google_The_Tyranny_of_Ambient_Location_-_Ephemeral_Maps


pedestrian
proprietor

provider



user

mobility 
intermediary

transaction
booking, payment, ticketing

information services
pre-trip, en-route

mobility services
bus, tram, bike hire, taxi, hire car, coach, train

infrastructure and vehicles



looking for WaaS in MaaS
mobility intermediaries are selling access to mobility



user

mobility 
intermediary

transaction

information services

mobility services

infrastructure and vehicles

not applicable (for end user)
WaaS

suitable pavements 

with built environment 

permeability,

and physically able to 

walk

WaaS

walkable environment,

comfortable footwear, 

weather-appropriate gear, 

and smartphone, 

WaaS

WaaS

WaaS



MaaS

selling access to mobility

WaaS

selling access to geography

selling access to consumers

different business models

‘if a product is free

then you are the product’



looking to the future

“Walking, cycling and active 

travel must remain the best 

options for short urban journeys.” 

Principle 3:

Walking 

aimed

at 

Shareholders

Walking 

aimed

at 

Sustainability



walkability

navigability

walking

profit



let’s put our foot down and walk 

towards the future of mobility


